Household Environmental Conditions Are Associated with Enteropathy and Impaired Growth in Rural Bangladesh
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Abstract. We assessed the relationship of fecal environmental contamination and environmental enteropathy. We compared markers of environmental enteropathy, parasite burden, and growth in 119 Bangladeshi children (≤48 months of age) across rural Bangladesh living in different levels of household environmental cleanliness defined by objective indicators of water quality and sanitary and hand-washing infrastructure. Adjusted for potential confounding characteristics, children from clean households had 0.54 SDs (95% confidence interval [CI] = 0.06, 1.01) higher height-for-age z scores (HAZs), 0.32 SDs (95% CI = −0.72, 0.08) lower lactulose:mannitol (L:M) ratios in urine, and 0.24 SDs (95% CI = −0.63, 0.16) lower immunoglobulin G endotoxin core antibody (IgG EndoCAb) titers than children from contaminated households. After adjusting for age and sex, a 1-unit increase in the ln L:M was associated with a 0.33 SDs decrease in HAZ (95% CI = −0.62, −0.05). These results are consistent with the hypothesis that environmental contamination causes growth faltering mediated through environmental enteropathy.

INTRODUCTION

Children living in low-income countries continue to suffer widely from undernutrition: a recent survey in Bangladesh reported that 41% of children under age 5 years were stunted, 36% of children under age 5 years were underweight, and 16% of children under age 5 years were wasted by World Health Organization (WHO) standards.1 Childhood undernutrition negatively affects cognitive development, increases infection risk, limits physical capacity and childbearing, reduces adult economic productivity, and increases mortality risk.2 A recent pooled analysis of nine studies concluded that diarrhea is a minority contributor to growth faltering: 25% of stunting in 24-month-old children was associated with a higher burden of diarrhea (five or more episodes) in the first 24 months of life.3 Also, most nutrition interventions, such as complementary feeding programs, fail to achieve expected growth improvements, and on average, increase length-for-age scores by only 0.2–0.5 SD.4,5 Environmental enteropathy (also referred to as tropical enteropathy) was estimated to explain 40–64% of growth faltering in a small cohort of children in The Gambia.6,7 Furthermore, children with severe forms of undernutrition, marasmus and kwashiorkor, manifest attributes typical of environmental enteropathy.8

Environmental enteropathy is a disorder featuring a small bowel with abnormal morphology and physiology. Biopsies of patients presenting with environmental enteropathy are characterized by crypt hyperplasia, villous atrophy, lymphocyte infiltration into the lamina propria and epithelium, reduced mucosal surface area, and increased intestinal permeability.9 Because biopsies are invasive and often infeasible, investigators use indirect measures of gut function to characterize environmental enteropathy. The non-invasive dual sugar permeability assay measures the ratio of lactulose to mannitol (L:M) excreted in urine.10 The increased absorption of L, a disaccharide normally not absorbed, is thought to reflect gut inflammation, resulting in impaired functioning of the tight junctions. The decreased permeability of M, a monosaccharide passively absorbed, is likely an indication of villous atrophy and decreased absorptive surface. A high L:M ratio is associated with environmental enteropathy.10 Elevated plasma immunoglobulin G (IgG) endotoxin core antibody (EndoCAb) titers reflect exposure to endotoxin, a cell wall component of many gram-negative bacteria that could potentially translocate across a leaky or damaged mucosa. Total IgG is also measured, because elevated IgG levels suggest infection or chronic immunostimulation.

Potentially modifiable environmental and socioeconomic exposures may contribute to environmental enteropathy.4,11,12 Poor sanitation conditions and environmental enteropathy are commonly observed in low-income households and countries.4 A previous multinational study revealed an association between lower gross domestic product (GDP) per capita and more severe environmental enteropathy.13 In Zimbabwe, household socioeconomic status positively correlated with intestinal absorptive capacity.14 A small-scale handwashing promotion intervention in Nepal failed to achieve improvements in environmental enteropathy markers.15 Other than these studies, there is scant evidence to support the association between environmental enteropathy and environmental conditions distinct from other exposures in a low-income area. If environmental enteropathy is potentially caused by widespread fecal contamination and chronic insults to the gastrointestinal tract, we do not know whether reasonably achievable changes in household environmental conditions would have a meaningful impact on child gut function and growth patterns.

We hypothesized that children living in clean households with good hygiene would have lower prevalence of parasites and environmental enteropathy and better growth (less stunting, wasting, and underweight conditions) compared with children living in contaminated households with poor hygiene. Our rationale for these hypotheses was that children from clean hygienic
environments would ingest fewer parasites and fecal bacteria, which would decrease infections, systemic inflammation, and likelihood that the children would acquire environmental enteropathy. Children living in clean household environments would develop normal functioning intestines that would properly absorb nutrients, and they would experience better growth compared with children living in more contaminated household environments. We leveraged an existing cohort of children from 993 households in rural Bangladesh to measure the specific association between household environmental conditions and measures of parasitic infection, environmental enteropathy, and growth.16

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Ethical approval. Parents of study participants provided informed consent. The institutional review boards of the International Center for Diarrheal Disease Research, Bangladesh (icddr,b) and the University of California at Berkeley approved the study protocol.

Study population and selection criteria. In 2007, the Government of Bangladesh Department of Public Health Engineering in collaboration with the United Nations Children’s Fund and the Department for International Development of the British Government launched the nationwide Sanitation, Hygiene Education, and Water Supply—Bangladesh (SHEWA-B) program targeting 20 million low-income rural residents in Bangladesh. From July of 2007 to September of 2009, detailed household information, including sanitary infrastructure, defecation practices, handwashing practices, drinking water sources, and drinking water contamination, was collected on 993 households from 100 communities to evaluate the impact of the SHEWA-B interventions. From July of 2007 to September of 2009, detailed household information, including sanitary infrastructure, defecation practices, handwashing practices, drinking water sources, and drinking water contamination, was collected on 993 households from 100 communities to evaluate the impact of the SHEWA-B interventions.10 We conducted this follow-up study in 2010.

We selected households at two extremes of the distribution of household environments to maximize the difference between the clean and contaminated environments. Among cohorts from both households that were provided the intervention and households from areas that did not receive the intervention (control areas), we identified children who were less than 4 years old in March of 2010 and lived in households that met our criteria for clean and contaminated hygienic environments. We chose a 4-year age cutoff after adjusting the age criteria upward from birth until we could enroll a sufficient number of children to test our hypotheses (determined by our sample size calculation). Household environment classifications were defined a priori. A clean environment was defined as a household with good water quality (median Escherichia coli < 10 CFU/100 mL in quarterly drinking water samples collected over 24 months), improved sanitation (flush/septic/piped sewerage or a pit latrine with a slab and a water seal), and hygienic handwashing conditions (a dedicated location to wash hands stocked with soap and water). In contrast, a contaminated environment was defined as a household with poor water quality (median E. coli ≥ 10 CFU/100 mL), inadequate sanitation (open defecation, open pit latrines, slabs with broken water seals, toilets that flush to somewhere else, or hanging toilets), and unhygienic handwashing conditions (a dedicated location that lacked either water or soap or the absence of a dedicated location to wash hands). We used these criteria to classify households as clean or contaminated household environments, because they are conditions that could feasibly be improved through interventions. We chose 10 E. coli CFU/100 mL as the water quality cutoff point based on WHO drinking water classification level of high risk;17 we also considered a cutoff point of 100 but found it to be too restrictive: only 26 households had a median E. coli concentration > 100 CFU/100 mL. These criteria identified 136 children for the follow-up study (74 children in clean households and 62 children in contaminated households), which was 11% (136/1,187) of the SHEWA-B cohort.

Household water, sanitation, and hygiene conditions. Using the protocols from the 2007 survey, fieldworkers conducted observational spot checks of water, sanitation, and hygiene (one spot check per household) to evaluate the household conditions again in selected households in 2010.16 Fieldworkers noted the water source that was offered by the respondent for drinking. They inspected the toilet facility used by members of each household. In addition to collecting data on the type and condition of each toilet facility, fieldworkers recorded the presence or absence of stool on the slab or floor. Fieldworkers asked caregivers to show them where children (< 48 months old) mainly defecated. They asked survey respondents to “show me where you usually wash your hands after you use the toilet” and recorded the presence or absence of water and soap.

Stool collection and parasite assays. The methods for sample collection and analysis closely followed previously described methods.18 To measure intestinal parasites, fieldworkers collected one stool specimen from each target child and additional stool samples from a convenience sample of 69 siblings (< 1 month to 20 years) of the target children. Stool specimens were transported on dry ice to icdr,b within 24 hours after collection and stored at ~80°C. Commercially available enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) kits were used for the detection of Cryptosporidium parvum (Cryptosporidium Test; TechLab, Inc., Blacksburg, VA), Giardia lamblia (Giardia Test; TechLab, Inc., Blacksburg, VA), and Entamoeba histolytica (E. histolytica II Test; TechLab, Inc., Blacksburg, VA). Direct microscopy was used to examine aliquots of each stool sample (preserved in 10% formalin) for the presence of helmint ova. The endemic helmint species that were identified included Ascaris lumbricoides, Trichuris trichiura, and hookworm (Ancylostoma duodenale and Necator americanus). We used the concentrations of helmint ova to identify children with moderate or heavy infections using WHO levels.19

Anthropometrics. Fieldworkers were trained for 10 weeks on sample collection and anthropometry protocols, and they were blinded to the household environmental classifications to reduce the potential for biased outcome assessment. At enrollment in SHEWA-B (2007), fieldworkers recorded anthropometric measurements for each child, and fieldworkers took new measurements when they revisited the households 3 years later (2010). Fieldworkers used standard techniques to measure the child’s weight with an electronic scale (Tanita HD-318; Japan), head circumference with a pediatric head circumference measuring band (Seca 212; United Kingdom), and height (≥ 24 months old) or supine length (< 24 months old) with a portable stadiometer.20,21 Fieldworkers measured height (length) and head circumference to the nearest 0.1 cm and measured weight with 0.05-kg precision. Fieldworkers measured child height in duplicate, and if the measurements fell outside of the acceptable range of difference (0.5 cm), they recorded a third measurement. During training and at regular intervals during the study, we checked the accuracy and precision of fieldworkers’
Urine collection and intestinal permeability assay. Urine collection closely adhered to the protocol previously described by Goto and others. The oral solution administered in the dual sugar permeability assay consisted of L (250 mg/mL) and M (50 mg/mL). Children received an oral dose of 2 mL LM solution per 1 kg body weight. Fieldworkers requested mothers to fast their child for 1 hour before oral intake of the LM solution. From each child, fieldworkers collected urine specimens in a pediatric urine collection bag (Pediatric/Non-Sterile U-Bag; Hollister Limited, Aurora, ON, Canada). They collected urine over the course of 5 hours in a graduated cylinder containing 0.5 mL thimerosal, an antiseptic. After 5 hours, fieldworkers measured the total volume, transferred a 10-mL aliquot on dry ice to icddr,b, and stored it at −80°C. We excluded children with diarrhea, vomiting, or a perigenital skin infection on the day of the LM test (N = 3). We calculated the LM excretion ratio based on L and M concentrations determined by high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) combined with pulsed amperometric detection (PAD).

Blood collection and immunological assays. Fieldworkers collected a finger-prick blood sample (400 µL) from each child. We used a standard sandwich ELISA to quantitate the concentration of total IgG (IgG ELISA Kit; Bethyl Laboratories, Inc., TX) and EndoCAb (EndoCab ELISA Kit; Hycult Biotech Inc., Uden, The Netherlands) in the blood samples. We estimated that a sample with 50 children per group could detect a difference of between 0.2 and 0.3 in the ln L:M ratio assuming 90% power, a type I error rate of 5%, and an outcome SD of 0.3 to 0.5. All three biomarker distributions were right-skewed, and therefore, we log-transformed them for the analysis. We repeated all analyses of continuous outcomes on their original scale and standardized versions (subtracting their mean and dividing by their SD).

The parameter of interest for all comparisons between children from clean and contaminated household environments was a difference in means. For binary outcomes, the parameter corresponds to a prevalence difference, and for standardized outcomes, the parameter corresponds to a difference in SDs. For each outcome, we estimated adjusted differences between groups using a generalized linear model; for binary outcomes, we fit linear binomial models. We selected covariates measured at enrollment in 2007 to include in adjusted analyses using the following pre-specified criteria: (1) imbalanced between groups in 2007, (2) prevalence in both groups between 10% and 90% (to ensure sufficient variation), and (3) associated with the outcome (defined in a univariate analysis as P < 0.2 or a difference of ≥0.2 SDs [continuous outcomes] or a risk ratio between 0.8 and 1.25 [binary outcomes]). Supplemental Table 1 lists the full set of possible covariates that we considered, and the set that met criteria 1 and 2 was child age, age squared, sex, household head works in low-skilled labor, number of people in the household, number of rooms in the household, household owns land other than homestead land, house floor material, house wall material, and household has electricity, tables, chairs, watches or clocks, beds, radio, television, or bicycle. In all analyses, we calculated robust SEs clustered at the village level to allow for outcome correlation between children in the same village. As an additional robustness check, we repeated adjusted analyses using two matching estimators: Mahalanobis and Genetic Matching. We additionally measured the association between our urine and serum biomarkers and anthropometric measurements using linear regression with and without adjustment for child age and sex.

RESULTS

Study population. Of 136 children in the sample, 17 children were not enrolled in the follow-up survey because of migration (N = 13) or death (N = 4). The remaining 119 children were distributed across 83 villages in rural Bangladesh and included 66 children from clean environments and 53 children from contaminated environments.

In 2007, at the time of enrollment in the SHEWA-B study, children from the clean and contaminated household environment groups differed across several measures of socioeconomic status (Supplemental Table 1). Mean age at enrollment in 2007 was 9 months (range = 1, 17), and mean age at follow-up in 2010 was 35 months (range = 10, 48); 47 children included in this follow-up study were born in the 31 months that elapsed between the 2007 and 2010 surveys. Age and sex distributions were similar between the two groups. Objective, observed hygiene spot-check measures that were not used in the formal definitions of the groups differed between the two groups. For example, clean households were more likely than contaminated households to have respondents with clean fingernails (38% versus 11%; P = 0.002) and children with clean fingernails (20% versus 8%; P = 0.061). Furthermore, children in clean household environments had lower diarrhea prevalence in the 24 months after enrollment than children in contaminated household environments (11.7% versus 15.6%; difference = −3.9%, 95% confidence interval [95% CI] = −8.5%, −0.6%). Nonetheless, households that were classified as having clean hygiene conditions still had high levels of contamination by some spot-check measures. For example, among households classified as clean, 21% had stool visible on the latrine floor, and 79% disposed of child feces in the bushes or no designated place (Supplemental Table 1). When asked to guess household status (contaminated versus clean), blinded outcome assessors correctly guessed in 67% (71/106) of cases but were confident of their guess in only 22% (Supplemental Table 2).

Parasitic infection. Children living in clean household environments had lower prevalence of all detectable parasites measured compared with children in contaminated household environments (Supplemental Table 3). Children (< 5 years old) from clean households had lower Ascaris prevalence than children from contaminated households (8% versus 21%), and much of this difference resulted from moderate or heavy infections (3% versus 14%) (Supplemental Table 3). After statistical adjustment for confounding variables, children in clean households had 12% lower Ascaris prevalence (95% CI = −30%, 6%) compared with children in contaminated households (Table 1). After statistical adjustment, we detected no differences in Trichuris or Giardia between groups that were significant at the 95% CI level. Cryptosporidium infection was rare (< 2%), and no child tested positive for hookworm or Entamoeba (Supplemental Table 3).

Growth in 2007 and 2010. Children from clean household environments grew better than children from contaminated environments by unannounced spot checks of household visits. We used height, weight, and head circumference measurements to calculate z scores standardized to the WHO 2006 growth standards using publicly available software.

Fieldworkers measured the total volume, transferred a 10-mL aliquot on dry ice to icddr,b, and stored it at −80°C. We excluded children with diarrhea, vomiting, or a perigenital skin infection on the day of the LM test (N = 3). We calculated the LM excretion ratio based on L and M concentrations determined by high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) combined with pulsed amperometric detection (PAD). Blood collection and immunological assays. Fieldworkers collected a finger-prick blood sample (400 µL) from each child. We used a standard sandwich ELISA to quantitate the concentration of total IgG (IgG ELISA Kit; Bethyl Laboratories, Inc., TX) and EndoCAb (EndoCab ELISA Kit; Hycult Biotech Inc., Uden, The Netherlands) in the blood samples. Statistical methods. Primary outcomes included the urine and serum biomarkers L/M ratio, total IgG, and EndoCAb IgG. We estimated that a sample with 50 children per group could detect a difference of between 0.2 and 0.3 in the ln L:M ratio assuming 90% power, a type I error rate of 5%, and an outcome SD of 0.3 to 0.5. All three biomarker distributions were right-skewed, and therefore, we log-transformed them for the analysis. We repeated all analyses of continuous outcomes on their original scale and standardized versions (subtracting their mean and dividing by their SD).

The parameter of interest for all comparisons between children from clean and contaminated household environments was a difference in means. For binary outcomes, the parameter corresponds to a prevalence difference, and for standardized outcomes, the parameter corresponds to a difference in SDs. For each outcome, we estimated adjusted differences between groups using a generalized linear model; for binary outcomes, we fit linear binomial models. We selected covariates measured at enrollment in 2007 to include in adjusted analyses using the following pre-specified criteria: (1) imbalanced between groups in 2007, (2) prevalence in both groups between 10% and 90% (to ensure sufficient variation), and (3) associated with the outcome (defined in a univariate analysis as P < 0.2 or a difference of ≥0.2 SDs [continuous outcomes] or a risk ratio between 0.8 and 1.25 [binary outcomes]). Supplemental Table 1 lists the full set of possible covariates that we considered, and the set that met criteria 1 and 2 was child age, age squared, sex, household head works in low-skilled labor, number of people in the household, number of rooms in the household, household owns land other than homestead land, house floor material, house wall material, and household has electricity, tables, chairs, watches or clocks, beds, radio, television, or bicycle. In all analyses, we calculated robust SEs clustered at the village level to allow for outcome correlation between children in the same village. As an additional robustness check, we repeated adjusted analyses using two matching estimators: Mahalanobis and Genetic Matching. We additionally measured the association between our urine and serum biomarkers and anthropometric measurements using linear regression with and without adjustment for child age and sex.

We used height, weight, and head circumference measurements to calculate z scores standardized to the WHO 2006 growth standards using publicly available software. Fieldworkers measured the total volume, transferred a 10-mL aliquot on dry ice to icddr,b, and stored it at −80°C. We excluded children with diarrhea, vomiting, or a perigenital skin infection on the day of the LM test (N = 3). We calculated the LM excretion ratio based on L and M concentrations determined by high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) combined with pulsed amperometric detection (PAD).
environments at the time of enrollment in SHEWA-B in 2007 and the follow-up visit in 2010. Unadjusted differences in mean height-for-age z scores (HAZs) between the clean and contaminated households were 1.01 in 2007 and 0.91 in 2010 (Supplemental Figure 1 and Supplemental Tables 4 and 5). HAZ declined during the 3 years between measurements (in 2007: clean = −0.90 SDs, contaminated = −1.90 SDs; in 2010: clean = −1.66 SDs, contaminated = −2.57 SDs) (Supplemental Figure 1 and Supplemental Tables 4 and 5). Between 2007 and 2010, stunting prevalence increased from 27% to 33% in clean households and increased from 48% to 74% in contaminated households (Supplemental Figure 1 and Supplemental Tables 4 and 5). After statistical adjustment for potential confounders, children from clean households had 0.54 SDs (95% CI = 0.06, 0.10) higher HAZ and −22% (95% CI = −42%, −2%) lower stunting prevalence compared with children from contaminated households (Table 1). After statistical adjustment, we observed no detectable differences between the groups in weight-for-age z score (WAZ), weight-for-height z score (WHZ), and underweight or wasting prevalence.

**Intestinal permeability.** Children living in clean household environments had lower L:M ratios (improved gut function) than children from contaminated households (Table 2). The lower L:M ratio in children from improved household environments resulted from both lower L recovery and higher M recovery (Table 2). After standardized log transformation and statistical adjustment for potential confounders, in L:M ratio values were −0.32 SDs lower (95% CI = −0.72, 0.08) in children from clean household environments than children from contaminated household environments (Table 2 and Supplemental Figure 2).

**Immunostimulation.** After statistical adjustment for potential confounders, children from clean households had −0.24 SDs lower (95% CI = −0.63, 0.16) EndoCAb titers than children from contaminated households (Table 2 and Supplemental Figure 3). After statistical adjustment for potential confounders, in total IgG titers were −0.54 SDs lower (95% CI = −0.95, −0.13) in children from clean households than children from contaminated households (Table 2 and Supplemental Figure 4).

**Associations between gut function or immunostimulation and growth.** Consistent with the mean differences between groups, the distribution of the total IgG levels, EndoCAb titers, and L:M ratios were shifted lower for children in clean

### Table 1

Unadjusted and adjusted differences in outcomes among children living in different household environments measured in 2010

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Clean environment mean</th>
<th>Contaminated environment mean</th>
<th>Unadjusted difference (95% CI)</th>
<th>Age- and sex-adjusted difference (95% CI)</th>
<th>Fully adjusted difference (95% CI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HAZ</td>
<td>−1.66</td>
<td>−2.57</td>
<td>−0.91 (0.17, 1.65)</td>
<td>0.96 (0.51, 1.41)</td>
<td>0.54 (0.06, 1.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAZ</td>
<td>−1.62</td>
<td>−2.04</td>
<td>0.42 (0.02, 0.83)</td>
<td>0.48 (0.08, 0.88)</td>
<td>0.04 (−0.48, 0.55)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHZ</td>
<td>−0.99</td>
<td>−0.86</td>
<td>−0.12 (−0.54, 0.30)</td>
<td>−0.40 (−0.59, −0.26)</td>
<td>−0.22 (−0.42, −0.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCZ</td>
<td>−2.12</td>
<td>−1.82</td>
<td>0.30 (−0.05, 0.65)</td>
<td>0.16 (−0.13, 0.10)</td>
<td>0.004 (−0.11, 0.12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proportion HAZ &lt; −2</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>−0.16 (−0.34, 0.02)</td>
<td>−0.17 (−0.34, 0.01)</td>
<td>−0.02 (−0.26, 0.22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proportion WHZ &lt; −2</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.01 (−0.10, 0.13)</td>
<td>0.004 (−0.11, 0.12)</td>
<td>0.10 (−0.03, 0.23)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Differences are clean households minus contaminated households (95% CI). All estimates are restricted to the children from the original SHEWA-B sample < 4 years old (N = 119 for anthrometry, N = 118 for enteropathy biomarkers, N = 116 for parasitic infections). HAZ = height-for-age z score.

*Fully adjusted models adjust for age, sex, household head occupation, land ownership other than the homestead, number of people in the household, number of rooms in the house, house floor materials, house wall materials, house electricity, and asset ownership (tables, watches, beds, radio, television, and/or bicycle). The text has details on the model selection process.

### Table 2

Unadjusted and adjusted differences in environmental enteropathy biomarker measurements among children living in different household environments measured in 2010

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Biomarker</th>
<th>Clean environment</th>
<th>Contaminated environment</th>
<th>Unadjusted difference (95% CI)</th>
<th>Age- and sex-adjusted difference (95% CI)</th>
<th>Fully adjusted difference (95% CI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total IgG concentrations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total IgG (mg/mL)</td>
<td>28.19</td>
<td>30.58</td>
<td>38.77</td>
<td>37.10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ln total IgG (mg/mL)</td>
<td>2.79</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standardized ln total IgG</td>
<td>−0.14</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IgG EndoCAb antibody titers</td>
<td>50.02</td>
<td>37.01</td>
<td>62.42</td>
<td>44.06</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ln EndoCAb (MU/mL)</td>
<td>3.02</td>
<td>2.24</td>
<td>3.60</td>
<td>1.71</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standardized ln EndoCAb</td>
<td>−0.12</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual sugar urine assay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L (mg per 100 mL)</td>
<td>134.19</td>
<td>184.92</td>
<td>206.52</td>
<td>567.12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M (mg per 100 mL)</td>
<td>688.82</td>
<td>788.97</td>
<td>636.99</td>
<td>567.20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L:M ratio</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ln L:M ratio</td>
<td>−1.92</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>−1.55</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standardized ln L:M ratio</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>−0.42 (−0.77, −0.07)</td>
<td>−0.31 (−0.67, 0.05)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Differences are clean households minus contaminated households (95% CI). IgG EndoCAb antibody titers: N = 64 clean and N = 53 contaminated. Total IgG and dual sugar permeability assay: N = 65 clean and N = 52 contaminated. EndoCAb standard median units (MUs) IgG are arbitrary and based on medians of ranges for 1,000 healthy adults in a specific location.

*We only presented unadjusted differences for log-transformed variables, because the distributions of the untransformed variables are highly right-skewed.†Fully adjusted models adjust for age, sex, household head occupation, land ownership other than the homestead, number of people in the household, number of rooms in the house, house floor materials, house wall materials, house electricity, and asset ownership (tables, watches, beds, radio, television, and/or bicycle). The text has details on the model selection process.
household environments (Figure 1). Average IgG EndoCAb and total IgG titers increased slightly with age, and the L:M ratio declined until age 30 months and then remained flat (Supplemental Figure 5). After adjusting for age and sex, the L:M ratio was strongly associated with HAZ and WAZ scores. A 1-unit increase in the ln L:M was associated with a $-0.33$ SDs reduction in HAZ (95% CI = $-0.62$, $-0.05$) and a $-0.24$ SDs reduction in WAZ (95% CI = $-0.47$, $-0.01$) (Supplemental Table 6). None of the anthropometric measurements were strongly associated with IgG EndoCAb or total IgG titers.

**Robustness checks.** When we re-estimated differences between groups using two different matching estimators, which make fewer assumptions about the relationship between the adjustment covariates and household environmental group, we obtained results consistent with our primary analysis for all outcomes (Supplemental Table 7).

**DISCUSSION**

To our knowledge, this study is the first to show a joint association between poor household environmental conditions, markers of environmental enteropathy, and growth faltering. After adjusting for potentially confounding covariates, children living in clean household environments had higher HAZs (+0.54 SDs), lower L:M ratios ($-0.32$ SDs), lower IgG EndoCAb titers ($-0.24$ SDs), and 12% lower prevalence of *Ascaris* than children living in contaminated households. Furthermore, the L:M ratio was strongly associated with HAZ in the cohort. The internal consistency of group differences across a broad set of outcomes lends support to the hypothesis that contaminated environmental conditions can adversely influence growth in young children and that the effect may be mediated, in part, through chronic gut dysfunction.

Even in the absence of drastic infrastructure improvements, children in clean households fared better in measures of parasitic infection, gut function, and growth compared with children in contaminated households. Fieldworkers blinded to household environmental classifications guessed the correct group in 67% of households and were confident of their guess in only 22% (Supplemental Table 2); this result underscores the general context of the study, in which clean households had improved environmental conditions compared with contaminated households but were not radically different (Supplemental Table 1).

Furthermore, clean household environments were not spatially clustered in the SHEWA-B cohort—the 119 children in this follow-up study were located in 83 villages that were spread across nearly all of Bangladesh. Our study showed that, even when children from clean households were surrounded by other households that did not meet our definition of a clean environment, these children still had dramatically lower stunting prevalence, lower levels of parasitic infection, and better gut function. This observation suggests that the household or compound may be a relevant unit for intervention.

In our adjusted analyses, stunting prevalence was 22% points lower and HAZ was 0.54 SDs higher among children living in clean households compared with those children living in contaminated households. The magnitudes of the growth differences observed (0.54 SDs) are commensurate with improvements achieved with nutrition interventions. Our findings are consistent with past observational studies that have showed that gains in height are largest with joint improvements in water and sanitation conditions. However, multiple intervention studies have documented no effect
of household environmental improvements on HAZ, and the relationship between environmental improvements and growth remains ambiguous. Of the intervention studies to date, just one has measured the effects on markers of environmental enteropathy. Langford and others enrolled households in a Kathmandu slum and randomly assigned them to a handwashing promotion intervention. The study reported large reductions in diarrhea but no improvements in HAZ or environmental enteropathy markers. It is possible that these diverging study results derive from differences in study design: our study deliberately selected households representing two extremes of the distribution of household environments to maximize the observed differences, whereas Langford and others conducted a randomized trial that included a small number of children (N = 88) from a range of environments and only intervened on handwashing (not water quality and sanitation).

The mean L:M ratio was 0.21 and 0.31 for children living in clean and contaminated environments, respectively. The L:M ratios in both groups are higher than the mean ratio (0.12; a value considered to be the norm) previously found in a UK infant cohort, and they are within or above the range reported in Bangladeshi infants and children (0.15–0.24). It is possible that these previous studies in rural Bangladesh reported less sample variability compared with our study, because they were conducted over a narrow age and/or geographical range, whereas our sample was drawn from an age distribution that ranged from 10 to 48 months and was spread over 83 distant villages. High L:M ratios were strongly associated with growth faltering (lower HAZ and WAZ scores) in our cohort, which was consistent with results from rural Gambian and Bangladeshi infant studies. Although Campbell and others reported a strong association between plasma IgG and IgG EndoCab concentrations and growth (predicting > 40% of growth faltering), we did not observe these associations. The discrepancy may be because Campbell and others measured environmental enteropathy immune markers during the relevant period of growth faltering (< 24 months), whereas most of our cohort had already passed this growth-faltering window by the time of our follow-up measurement. Because of the small sample size of this study and the timing of the measurements, we view these results as supportive but not conclusive evidence for these associations or lack thereof.

Beyond small sample size, this study had some additional limitations. This study lacked the temporal ordering necessary to establish causal relationships: differences in growth faltering between clean and contaminated environments were already in place by 2007, but environmental enteropathy markers were not measured until 2010. Because the growth differences between the two groups were already present when the average age in this cohort was 9 months old, we cannot exclude the possibility that the differences are caused by prenatal or early post-natal exposures, such as maternal and child nutrition, which we did not measure in this study.

The environmental enteropathy measures collected in this study reflected the gut conditions when the cohort was, on average, 35 months old. The L:M ratio was associated with past growth, but this study does not show that it is associated with future growth. A prospective study would be required to show the association between environmental enteropathy markers and future growth.

Because we did not randomize household environmental conditions in this cohort, it remains possible that observed differences in growth, environmental enteropathy biomarkers, and parasite prevalence between the children result from unmeasured differences between groups that could not be controlled for in this observational follow-up study. Evidence for confounding by observed characteristics was greatest among anthropometric outcomes, but unadjusted and adjusted differences were highly consistent for parasitic infections and measures of gut function, suggesting less confounding (Tables 1 and 2). A large-scale, randomized controlled trial that delivers high-impact household environmental interventions to a birth cohort would provide more robust evidence of a causal relationship for the associations that we observed in this study.

Although we observed lower diarrhea prevalence among children from clean households compared with children from contaminated households during the original study (longitudinal prevalence: 11.7% versus 15.6%; P < 0.05) (Supplemental Table 4), this study was not designed to evaluate the relative contributions of symptomatic and asymptomatic infection to growth faltering in early childhood. A longitudinal follow-up study that prospectively collects concurrent diarrhea surveillance, environmental enteropathy biomarkers, and growth measures from birth would be better suited to estimate the relative importance of these hypothesized pathways between environmental contamination and growth.

Because our study participants were drawn from a nationally representative sample of rural Bangladesh, we expect our results to generalize to this population. To maximize the difference between the clean and contaminated environments, we selected households at two extremes of the distribution of household environments. The differences in outcomes estimated in this study represent the effect of taking a child from the most environmentally contaminated household conditions in rural Bangladesh and placing them in the most environmentally clean household conditions. From an intervention standpoint, this type of improvement would only be observed in a small subset of the population—those children from the most contaminated environments; however, most children in the population live in households that fall somewhere on the continuum between these two environmental extremes. Therefore, we would expect the effect of interventions deployed to the general population to have smaller average improvements on parasitic infection, gut function, and growth than the improvements that we observed in this study, because most intervention households would experience less extreme environmental changes.

CONCLUSIONS

In rural Bangladesh, young children living in environmentally clean households had lower levels of parasitic infection, improved measures of gut function, and improved growth compared with similar children living in contaminated environments. The results from this study support the hypothesis that environmental contamination, mediated through environmental enteropathy, could be a cause of growth faltering in contaminated settings. Randomized trials that modify environmental enteropathy risk factors by delivering high-impact environmental interventions to children in their first
years of life would provide more robust evidence to test this hypothesis.
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